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Time-varying thrust has been measured on a rotor in shallow turbulent flow at laboratory
scale. The onset flow has a turbulence intensity of 12% at mid depth and a longitudinal
turbulence length scale of half the depth, about 5 times the vertical scale, typical of
shallow flows. The rotor is designed to have thrust and power coefficient variations with
tip speed ratio close to that of a full-scale turbine. Three extreme probability distributions
give similar thrust exceedance values with the Type 1 Pareto in mid range which gives
1:100, 1:1000 and 1:10 000 exceedance thrust forces of 1.38, 1.5 and 1.59 times the mean
value. With opposing waves superimposed the extreme thrust distribution has a very
similar distribution to the turbulent flow only. Exceedance forces are predicted by
superposition of a drag force with drag coefficient of 2.0 based on the wave particle
velocity only and with an unchanged mean thrust coefficient of 0.89. These values are
relevant for the design of support structures for marine turbines.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
1. Introduction

Tidal stream turbines are being designed to convert energy from tidal flows into electricity. Several prototype turbines
have demonstrated the potential of this technology with rated power of around 1 MW. Planning is ongoing for arrays of
turbines at various sites including in the Pentland Firth (Scotland), the Skerries (N Wales), the Bay of Fundy (Canada) and
near Brittany (France). Most of the turbines in development are superficially similar to wind turbines, typically with a
horizontal axis and two or three blades. However rotor diameter is limited by the water depth and tidal turbine blades
typically have smaller aspect ratio (chord/blade length) and greater thickness due to high root bending moments.
Turbulence in tidal flows is also quite different from that in wind for which an unbounded turbulent boundary layer is
applicable. Tidal flows are bounded by the water surface and this causes horizontal length scales to be many times the
vertical which are typically about 10% of the depth as suggested by Prandtl (1927). Horizontal length scales of about half the
water depth are typical of shallow flows; for example this has been demonstrated for wakes in Stansby (2003).

The rotor and blade geometry of a tidal turbine are generally designed using blade element momentum theory,
combining force coefficient versus angle of incidence for typical hydrofoil geometries with momentum theory to determine
variation of power and thrust coefficient with tip speed ratio. This is quite successful and can be formulated for quasi-steady
onset flows due to wave-induced kinematics and for dynamic problems such as electrical fault (Moriarty and Hansen, 2005;
Bossanyi, 2007; Masters et al., 2011). Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has provided more detailed information,
particularly with regard to loading due to turbulence (Afgan et al., 2013), blockage effects (Nishino and Willden, 2013) and
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the wake structure (Churchfield et al., 2013). Experimental studies have demonstrated the effect of unsteady onset flow on
thrust, power and blade loads. Thrust variation of a constant speed turbine has been analysed due to homogenous
turbulence and waves (Gaurier et al., 2013) and due to channel turbulence (Chamorro et al., 2013). However limited attention has
been given to extreme loading despite the importance of this for support structures and blade design. In this study, laboratory scale
experimental measurements are reported and analysed to assess extreme thrust characteristics. This also gives some indication of
extreme blade loads although they are not directly measured. We consider turbulent flow over a smooth bed within a wide
channel. The effect of superimposed opposing waves is also analysed. Although turbines are often shutdown with wave heights
above a certain threshold smaller waves affect power generation and loading and hence extreme loading.

2. Experimental conditions

Experiments were undertaken in the wide flume at University of Manchester, 5 m wide with a water depth h¼0.46 m
giving a scale of around 1:70 compared to a tidal site of approximately 30 m depth. The mean flow speed at hub height U0

was 0.46 m/s and the design of rotors for this laboratory scale is described below. The flume has a conventional design with
deep chambers at either end connected by two large diameter pipes located beneath the flat bed and containing axial flow
turbines. A vertical mesh was placed across the inlet to the horizontal bed to break up the large-scale structures resulting
from jets entering a chamber. The rotor plane was located at 6.0 m from the inlet and the velocity field was analysed at this
location prior to tests with the rotor installed. The rotor axis was positioned at mid-depth and mid-span.

2.1. Flow measurement

Time varying velocities were recorded using NORTEK Vectrinoþ ADV probes with velocity range 7100 cm s�1, sample
volume of 3 mm and transmit length of 8.7 mm. These settings returned signal to noise ratio SNR415 dB and correlation
coefficient COR490% for the majority (495%) of samples. Velocity was sampled at 200 Hz, sufficient to resolve the channel
turbulence to the dissipation range (Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993, p. 30). Probes are positioned in the cross-stream y–z plane
by an automated traverse table with position accuracy of 1 mm and the carriage is located manually in the longitudinal
x-axis. Longitudinal mean velocity U0 and turbulence intensity u0

rms/U0, where u' is fluctuating velocity, were obtained from
samples of time-varying longitudinal velocity u(t) obtained from a single probe. Longitudinal turbulence length scale Luu
was obtained from auto-correlation Ruu of the measured velocity applying the frozen turbulence assumption:

Luu ¼ U0

Z 1

0
Ruudτ; ð2:1Þ

Ruu ¼ u0 tð Þu0 tþdτð Þ
u0ðtÞ2

: ð2:2Þ

The velocity profile measured at the rotor plane is shown in Fig. 1 along with the longitudinal turbulence intensity, which is
fairly constant at about 12%. The length scale at mid depth is 0.267 m, or 59% of the water depth. Turbulence length scales
Fig. 1. Depth variation of turbulence intensity u'/U0 and normalised mean velocity U/U0 for channel flow at rotor axis. Obtained from 1 min samples.



Fig. 2. Spectrum and auto-correlation function of ambient velocity at rotor axis. Turbulence intensity is 12%.
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were also obtained from cross correlation between samples of 600 s duration measured simultaneously by two probes
separated in the streamwise direction and results were within 5%.

The spectrum of velocity at mid-depth at the rotor plane is shown in Fig. 2 and there is energy across a range of
frequencies including low frequencies down to 0.02 Hz. This is evident in the autocorrelation function shown in Fig. 2 where
small magnitude periodic motion with period of around 5 s is apparent. This is associated with the large-scale horizontal
structures that occur in shallow flows. Energy is prominent for the frequency range less than 0.5 Hz.

Waves were generated by sinusoidal motion of piston type wave paddles located at the outflow of the channel. The time
varying free surface elevation, η, was measured at the rotor plane using three capacitance type wave gauges located at one
metre spacing about the flume centreline.

2.2. Rotor thrust

The operation of a tidal stream turbine is typically characterised by the variation of thrust coefficient CT, and power coefficient,
CP, with tip speed ratio β. A three-bladed rotor has been designed with radius R¼0.135 m and variation of thrust coefficient with
tip speed ratio close to that of a full-scale turbine. Explanation of the rotor design process is given by Whelan and Stallard (2011)
and the resultant wake analysed by Stallard et al. (2013). The rotor comprised three blades formed from a Gottingen 804 foil. The
foil section was selected based on the moderate chord Reynolds number of these experiments (ReCE30 000 at 3/4 span at
β¼4.5 compared to ReC46�106 for a full-scale rotor of 18 m diameter). Lift and drag coefficients for ReC¼20, 000 (Miley, 1982)
and 30 000 (Hassan, 1993) were employed for design. The radial variation of chord length and twist angle was selected using a
blade element code to develop (i) CT(β) variation close to- and (ii) CP of similar magnitude to that of a representative full-scale
turbine. The rotor was manufactured from a CAD geometry in one piece by the rapid prototyping method Synthetic Laser
Sintering (SLS) using glass fibre reinforced polymer-acrylic (PA12-GF).

The rotor was mounted directly on the shaft of a 901 bevel gearbox with acrylic gears (Huco B332.31.3). This was attached
to a 15 mm outer diameter stainless steel rod rigidly attached to a mounting plate and gantry. A 4 mm diameter driveshaft
transferred mechanical torque to an encoder and motor located above the water level. Only the rotor, gearbox and lower
part of the supporting shaft were immersed. The centreline of the supporting shaft was located 0.15D downstream of the
rotor plane and the gearbox extended to 0.2D downstream. This configuration was employed to minimise dimensions of the
immersed support structure. Thrust was measured via a full-bridge strain gauge (EA-06-125PC-350W by Micro Measure-
ments) connected to a National Instruments SCC-SG24 strain gauge module. Strain gauges were mounted on the support
shaft 800 mm above the rotor axis and calibrated by measurement of the voltage corresponding to fixed increments of load
applied to the hub prior to immersion. A linear relationship was obtained between applied load and measured voltage by
least-squares-best-fit. The residual was less than 0.1% in all cases. Horizontal force measured by the strain gauges is due to
horizontal thrust on both the swept area of the rotor (F) and drag on the supporting structure (Ftower). Measurements of the
force on the support structure only, i.e. without the rotor attached, indicated an average force, Ftower¼0.38–0.44 N.
In comparison, thrust on the rotor plane only was the order of F�6 N indicating that support structure loading was an order
of magnitude smaller than the rotor thrust. The thrust coefficients reported herein were obtained after subtracting the
nominal tower load so that CT¼2F/ρADU0

2
where AD is rotor plane area and ρ is water density.

Angular displacement was measured using a HEDS 9000 quadrature encoder reading an HEDM 6120 T12 code wheel. The
code-wheel has 2000 counts per revolution thus providing position resolution of π/100. Angular speed, ω, was obtained by
differentiation of the measured angular displacement. Torque applied to the rotor was defined by a dynamometer system
developed by Brown (2009). This comprised a firmware controller specifying the bridge current across a 24 V DC motor
(CROUZET 82800 series) as a function of measured angular speed. The net retarding torque, Q, is the sum of mechanical



Fig. 3. Variation of thrust and power coefficient with tip speed ratio obtained from experiment (mean denoted by solid points and standard deviation of
thrust for mean β and of β for mean thrust is covered by the shaded region) and by blade element momentum theory for unbounded flow using foil lift and
drag coefficients from Miley (1982) (solid lines) and Hassan (1993) (dashed lines).

Fig. 4. Spectrum of thrust force due to turbulent flow (thick solid line) and with opposing waves of frequency 0.5 Hz (thin solid line) and of ambient flow
(dashed line). Both force spectra are for mean tip speed ratio of 5.5 and vertical lines denote the mean (dash-dot line) and standard deviation (dotted line)
of rotor frequency f0 and third harmonic and the natural frequency of the support structure fT (dashed line).
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friction and motor torque where mechanical friction was defined by the motor torque that maintains constant angular speed
without rotor attached.

3. Thrust due to turbulent flow

Mean values of thrust coefficient (CT¼2F/ρADU0
2
) and power coefficient (CP¼2Qω/ρADU0

3
) obtained from measurements

in turbulent flow were in reasonable agreement with predictions obtained from a blade element method (GH Tidal Bladed,
Bossanyi, 2007) over the range 3oβo7 (where β¼ωR/U0) as shown in Fig. 3. A constant retarding torque was applied
during each sample so both angular speed and thrust varied with the onset flow with standard deviation of around 10% and
14% respectively. The thrust frequency spectrum is correlated with the energy cascade of the onset flow over low
frequencies with fluctuations over a small range of frequencies close to the blade passing frequency (Fig. 4) and rotor
frequency. Fluctuations are also observed close to the natural frequency of the tower and at frequencies up to 25 Hz.
At higher frequencies the force spectrum tends to the onset flow spectrum.

3.1. Comparison to loading on a porous plate

In Bearman (1971) the standard deviation of drag force fluctuations experienced by a square plate in grid-generated
turbulence is presented through an aerodynamic admittance χ2jf j where F 0rms=F0 ¼ 2χ fð ÞU0

rms=U0. This was based on theory
of Vickery (1965) for lattice plates. The admittance is presented as a function of f D=U0 for different ratios of Luu=D where Luu



Fig. 5. Residual R2 (left) and both maximum and minimum discrepancy dF1/10 000, between 1:10 000 exceedance force (right) obtained from a range of
sample intervals and relative to value from 30 min interval. Data shown for Normal (þ), Weibull (solid line) and Type 1-Pareto (o) probability distributions.

Fig. 6. Probability distribution of extreme force using normal (left), Weibull (centre) and Type 1-Pareto (right) distributions based on measurements of
force due to turbulent flow with turbulence intensity of 12% and applying threshold force of 1.1 times mean thrust. F0 is mean force.
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is longitudinal length scale and D is square side length. In the present experiments the dominant frequency was less than
0.5 Hz and the ratio F 0rms=F0 was measured as 14% with turbulence intensity of 12%. Applying the results for square plates
shown from Bearman (1971) with Luu=Dffi1 for the same turbulence intensity gives an admittance of χ2jf jffi0:56�0:84 and
corresponding F 0rms=F0 of 18–22%. The difference is due the difference in shape (square and circular rotor plane), nature of
the body (rigid plate and rotor) and nature of turbulence (grid and open channel).

3.2. Probability of exceedance

The measured thrust time series has been analysed to determine mean, standard deviation and exceedance forces.
Independent maxima were determined and ranked in descending order. The force F1/n corresponding to specific exceedance
probabilities 1/n were obtained based on normal, Weibull and Type 1 Pareto distributions. Only values above a threshold
force were analysed. A threshold value and sample duration were selected such that the extreme forces were converged to
within 2%. The sample interval must be large enough to provide statistically meaningful extreme value estimates.
Continuous samples of 30-minute duration were analysed for intervals dt of 6, 10, 15 and 30 min. The goodness of fit R2

with maximum and minimum values for each sample time are shown in Fig. 5 for three types of probability distribution.



Fig. 7. Comparison of average wave-induced velocity amplitude measured at mid-depth juw;mj with velocity obtained by linear theory juw:pj with wave
height given by 2√2ηrms.
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The 1:10 000 force is also plotted with maximum and minimum for each sample interval. The results show the goodness of
fit is acceptable (greater than 0.95). For all three distributions the 1:10 000 thrust are within 74% or 72% for 15 min or
30 min intervals respectively. Thirty minutes intervals were used for further analysis and resultant probability distributions
are shown in Fig. 6 with the Type 1 Pareto giving values between the Weibull and normal distributions for the 1:1000 and
1:10 000 cases. F0 is mean force. The 1:100 case is equal for all three probability distributions and is 1.38 times the mean
force. The 1:1000 and 1:10 000 forces are in the range 1.50–1.53 and 1.59–1.65 times respectively with variation due to the
statistical distribution employed. The fitted distributions are close to the measured data for probability less than 1:200 with
forces slightly overestimated for lower probability although agreement is close again approaching 1:10 000. This is
unexplained but the Type1 Pareto is considered the preferred option.

4. Thrust due to turbulent flow with opposing waves

The Morison equation is well known and widely used for predicting forces on bodies in oscillatory flow. The drag term is
typically written F ¼ ð1=2Þ ρ A CD u2 where u is total velocity due to the combination of turbulent flow uc and waves uw.
Superposition of current velocity and velocity due to waves has been shown to overestimate extreme wave loads on offshore
jacket structures, which may be assumed to behave as porous blocks, and this formulation has been modified in design
codes for such structures (Taylor et al., 2013). A porous disc that develops a drag coefficient equivalent to the rotor thrust
coefficient would have a porosity ratio (of open to total area) close to 50%. We consider the force formula where current
force and wave force are superimposed as indicated by the force spectrum of Fig. 4. Force is given by

F ¼ 1
2
ρ A ðCD u2

w þ CT u2
c Þ; ð4:1Þ

where CD refers to the wave induced drag coefficient and CT refers to the current induced thrust or drag coefficient. Note
drag and thrust are equivalent in this context.

4.1. Kinematics

Waves were generated opposing the current with wave heights, H, up to 7 cm and wave periods, T, in the range 0.7–1.5 s.
The maximum conditions correspond to about 5 m and 8 s full scale and may exceed the shutdown limit for some designs
but are representative of conditions measured at test-sites (McCann et al., 2008). Regular waves were input but propagation
over the turbulent current flow with large-scale horizontal structures caused some variation in wave height. Wave-induced
velocity is required at hub height (mid depth) and for these cases linear theory is appropriate taking into account Doppler
shifting of wave period due to average current velocity. The wave height H input to linear theory is thus 2√2ηrms giving the
predicted amplitude of wave induced velocity at mid-depth as

uw;p
�� ��¼ πH

T
coshðkh =2Þ
sinhðkhÞ ð4:2Þ

where k is the wavenumber satisfying the linear dispersion relationship in water of depth h. This linear approximation is
within 77% of the measured amplitude of velocity with the surface elevation η measured at the same location as shown in
Fig. 7.

4.2. Measured and predicted extreme thrust

Extreme forces due to turbulent flow and waves are shown in Fig. 8 for exceedance probabilities of 1:100, 1:1000, and
1:10 000. Extreme forces as measured in turbulent flow are fitted with an additional wave force defined by ð1=2Þρu2

wACD for



Fig. 8. Variation of 1% (□), 0.1% (Δ) and 0.01% (◊) exceedance of rotor force F/F0 due to wave-induced velocity predicted by linear theory. Extreme forces
measured due to turbulent flow only (dashed line) and predicted for turbulent flow and waves by Eq. (4.1) (solid line) are shown.
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comparison. The 1:100 and 1:1000 exceedance forces are predicted within 78% and 77.5% with CD¼2.0 and the 1:10 000
case within 77% with CD¼1.97. Overall the force is predicted by CD¼2.0 within 78%. Since the amplitude of the wave
induced velocity is predicted within 77% this variability is less than expected but the extreme values are due to a
combination of effects and this must cause the expected variability to be reduced.

The effect of waves on extreme thrust can thus be considered as the extreme values in current alone superimposed with
an oscillatory wave-induced force. In this case the thrust coefficient for current flow is 0.89 whilst that for oscillatory flow is
2.0. The latter compares with 1.1 for a thin disc in a current flow (Blevins, 2003). It is well known that drag coefficient
increases for sharp edged bodies in oscillatory flow at low Keulegan Carpenter numbers, KC¼uwT/D, which are about
0.25–0.60 for these experiments. CD¼2 might be typical but will depend on KC and should be checked. The inertia force due
to a rotor disc of negligible volume is small.

This force formulation was demonstrated by Taylor et al. (2013) to be effective for peak forces on lattice structures
represented as porous bodies when the wave induced velocity is large in comparison with the current velocity. Here it
proves to be effective when the current velocity is larger than the wave-induced velocity although this differs to formulation
applied for this case by Taylor et al. (2013). Turbine power extraction and wake have long been studied by the idealised
equivalence between a porous disc and a rotor in steady flow but the agreement for this combined flow is perhaps
surprising. However, the wake is not quasi-steady in both cases and the probability distribution of peak forces was not
considered for lattice structures. For these cases the turbulent loading on a turbine appears largely uncoupled from the
oscillatory wave force presumably because the turbulence is independent of the wave-induced flow.
5. Conclusions

Thrust forces on a tidal stream rotor due to a shallow turbulent flow and with waves superimposed have been analysed
to determine extreme forces. A 3-bladed fixed pitch rotor is employed for which the variation of thrust coefficient with tip
speed ratio is comparable to a full-scale turbine. For turbulent flow only, the 1%, 0.1% and 0.01% exceedance forces are 1.38,
1.5 and 1.59 times the mean thrust based on a Type 1 Pareto probability distribution. This gives a good fit to data for
exceedance greater than 0.5% and a reasonable fit for smaller exceedance. This indicates that measurements for longer
periods are desirable to assess excedances less than 1:10 000. The standard deviation of rotor thrust due to turbulence is
comparable to that on a square plate in grid generated turbulence with the same relative turbulence length scale and
intensity. For flow with waves, the peak force is modelled by superposition of the force due to turbulent flow and a drag or
thrust force defined by the wave-induced kinematics. Wave kinematics are not strictly sinusoidal due to interaction between
waves and large-scale turbulence of the opposing flow but linear theory provides velocity at hub height to within 77%.
Applying this force prediction method with a thrust coefficient of 2.0 provides extreme thrust forces to within 78%. This is
within the uncertainty associated with the kinematics and this approach is of value for informing support structure design.
On modern turbines power and hence thrust is controlled by pitch control of the blades based on the instantaneous onset
velocity and rotor speed. This does assume that the rotor responds in a quasi-steady manner and the present results suggest
this is not the case with turbulence and waves combined indicating that the strategy may need to be re-appraised.
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